Revealing Invisible Photonic Inscriptions: Images from Strain
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ABSTRACT: Photonic structural materials have received intensive interest and have been strongly developed over the past few years for image displays, sensing, and anticounterfeit materials. Their “smartness” arises from their color responsivity to changes of environment, strain, or external fields. Here, we introduce a novel invisible photonic system that reveals encrypted images or characters by simply stretching, or immersing in solvents. This type of intriguing photonic material is composed of regularly arranged core–shell particles that are selectively cross-linked by UV irradiation, giving different strain response compared to un-cross-linked regions. The images reversibly appear and disappear when cycling the strain and releasing it. The unique advantages of this soft polymer opal system compared with other types of photonic gels are that it can be produced in roll to roll quantities, can be vigorously deformed to achieve strong color changes, and has no solvent evaporation issues because it is a photonic rubber system. We demonstrate potential applications together with a fabrication procedure which is straightforward and scalable, vital for user take-up. Our work deepens understanding of this rubbery photonic system based on core–shell nanospheres.
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INTRODUCTION

A traditional magic trick from premedieval times incorporates characters of invisible ink into secret documents using liquor or lemonade. Their security depends only on the recipient knowing how to reveal these characters on the paper. Such invisible inks are governed by chemical reactions that change the color of the pigments under certain conditions.1 However, many such paper-based chemical inks degrade over time and cannot provide long-term storage of critical information.

Photonic crystals (PhCs), based on periodic arrangements of dielectric material, show vibrant structural color due to multiple scattering and interference. They have been widely used as colorants for image displays and sensors,2–4 and are thus known as “photonic inks” (P-Inks). However, if such structural color images exhibit the same color as the surrounding paper, the invisible photonic patterns can be selectively revealed under appropriate conditions such as chemicals,5 magnetic field,6 or mechanical strains.7 Because these photonic displays are composed of structural colors rather than pigment molecules, no photobleaching or degradation will occur and information can be safely stored on photonic paper over long periods. This type of photonic material is thus well-suited for anticounterfeit devices or the storage of secret information.

Current invisible photonic crystal patterns have been developed successfully to allow images to appear in several different ways, such as selective chemical wetting,5 magnetic field manipulation,6 and mechanical stretching.7,8 More recently, gel-like photonic crystals (photonic gels) have been developed to deliver chemically or mechanically tunable photonic properties.8–14 Initially the soft and cross-linked polymeric system consists of a periodically arranged lattice. Because the cross-linking degree is different between patterned and nonpatterned regions, spectral shifts of the structural colors are different under the same stimuli, which produces images with good contrast.15,16 However, problems of solvent evaporation in the gels result in the loss of elasticity after longer times, which can lead to failure in both the invisibility and in the revealing processes for these invisible prints.

Recently, we have developed polymer opal films (POFs) made of ordered arrays of polystyrene core, poly(methylmethacrylate) interlayer, and poly(ethyl-acrylate) shell (PS@PMMA@PEA) nanospheres produced via a shear-ordering process (Supporting Information Figure S1).17,18 The core/shell
interlayer-shell polymer nanospheres are synthesized via emulsion polymerization on large scales (3 kg batches) for rapid production of the POFs. Because the elastic shells are made of PEA, the films can be easily bent,21−23 stretched,21−23 and imprinted24 and possess robust mechanical strength even in the dried state.25 These POFs behave as photonic rubbers that can be strongly tuned via stretching but still recover very well after release. Such rubber-like photonics are essentially different from the photonic gels and have unique advantages. First, the entire films are composed of polymeric colloidal crystal arrays (CCAs) rather than heterogeneous composites of CCA microcrystals or droplets, and thus show strong color intensities with fewer defects and less random interfacial scattering compared to previous reports. Second, they are mechanically robust without solvent loss issues since the elasticity does not depend on a gel system. Third, the polymer opal films are already scaled to kilogram batches for industry production,26 which provides a solid basis for practical application of the invisible photonic prints for anticounterfeit and sensing devices.

In this Article, we use the POFs as a photonic paper with UV light as the writing pen. As shown in Scheme 1a, by selectively irradiating certain parts of the POFs through a mask, characters or numbers are encrypted into the POFs though they cannot be seen by the naked eye. Because the UV irradiated regions are heavily cross-linked and more rigid, they develop less strain than nonirradiated regions under stretching. As a result little or no blue-shift of the structural color is observed in the irradiated regions compared with nonirradiated regions, which leads to strong color contrast between them (Scheme 1b). Stretching thus reveals the encrypted images. This invisible pattern technology has the unique advantage of easy fabrication (by UV irradiation) and easy examination (by manual stretching) compared with previous methods which applied magnets and chemicals.

Scheme 1. (a) “Writing” Invisible Photonic Patterns on POF and (b) Revealing the Invisible Patterns by Biaxial Stretching

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The PS@PMMA@PEA colloids were synthesized according to previous reports.27 The polymer opal films were fabricated with a homemade roller rig as reported previously.17 Typically, 2 g of PS@PMMA@PEA colloidal precursor along with benzophenone (as photoinitiator) were coextruded and rolled into thin films between two PET strips, and processed by a series of shear-ordering processes at 100 °C. The content of the benzophenone varied from 1, 5, and 10 wt % of the total amount of colloidal precursor. For long-term storage, the PS@PMMA@PEA nanospheres were stained with RuO₄ and cross-sectioned with focused ion beam (Zeiss). The SEM images of microstructures were recorded with a LEO 1530VP (Zeiss) at accelerating voltages of 5 kV.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The entire POF films are doped with a photoinitiator (benzophenone). The UV light creates free radicals from benzophenone molecules, which further generate radicals within the PEA chains of the polymer matrix.29 These radicals react to form covalent bonds between polymer chains, thereby cross-linking the polymer matrix.30 Little variation of the reflection spectra between irradiated and nonirradiated regions is found, except for much longer time exposures which slightly red-shift the peak wavelength (by 10−20 nm). This red-shift is most likely due to the increase of the refractive index when polymer chains are cross-linked. Normally, the structural color of the POFs blue-shifts with increasing strain because the lattice separation decreases in the normal direction to the film surface.22 However, the cross-linking in selected regions from UV irradiation produces different strains compared to regions that are not irradiated when they are under the same stress. The blue-shift of the reflection peak is not identical throughout the film, which results in color contrast of the images under stress. In order to apply the strain uniformly, we used biaxial stretching as shown in Figure 1a. As the applied strain increases, the invisible print “PhC” on the POFs became progressively clearer. The reflection spectra taken on non-irradiated regions blue-shift from 560 to 490 nm with increasing strain and recover back to 550 nm when the strain is released. On the other hand, the reflection taken on irradiated regions remains almost constant (at 580 nm) at different applied strains (Figure 1b,c). A small shoulder peak is observed (at 640 nm) for the cross-linked regions, which can be attributed to nonuniform cross-linking through the film depth. However, since its intensity is small compared to the main peak (580 nm), this nonuniformity has little influence on the optical appearance of the POFs. The reflection peak positions of the irradiated and nonirradiated regions are summarized in Figure 1d through one stretch−release cycle. Such stretch-and-release cycles are very reproducible (see Supporting Information Figure S4) with the peak positions summarized in Figure 1e. During each cycle, the entire POF is biaxially stretched by 12% and then released to its initial state. The peak positions of the irradiated regions remain constant throughout each cycle, while the reflection wavelength of nonirradiated regions shifts back and forth between 550 and 580 nm with good reproducibility. Such invisible patterns on POFs can reversibly appear and disappear even after 10 months storage at room temperature and ambient conditions (Supporting Information Figure S5).
Figure 1. (a) Images of POFs (containing 10 wt % benzophenone, 2 h UV irradiation) with invisible patterns under different strains. Scale bar is 1 cm. White and red spots in the image represent the detection regions of reflection spectra taken in (b) nonirradiated and (c) irradiated regions under one strain--release cycle. (d) Changes of reflection wavelength with strains extracted from (b, red line) and (c, blue line). Black line is the difference of wavelength between these two regions. (e) Changes of reflection wavelength of irradiated and nonirradiated regions under 5 cycles of strain (12%) and release.

Figure 2. Reflection spectra of POFs containing different amount (wt %) of benzophenone (a) 10%, (b) 5%, (c) 1%. The invisible patterns were printed under 2 h UV irradiation. Insets are images of POFs before and after 12% strain. White and red spots show collection regions of the reflection spectra. (d) Difference of peak reflection wavelengths from irradiated and nonirradiated regions under 12% strain.
The difference in local strain between irradiated regions and nonirradiated regions under the same stress is critical for the appearance and disappearance of the invisible patterns. By engineering the local strains of the patterned regions, more diverse color patterns can be generated. Since the strain is dependent on the degree of cross-linking, which is correlated with how much photoinitiator is used and how long the UV irradiation is applied, we can fine-tune the different visual effects of the invisible patterns so that they will be more difficult to counterfeit.

As a demonstration, we write “£5” as an anticounterfeit bank note pattern. Different concentrations of photoinitiator at 1%, 5%, and 10% were used to fabricate POFs, followed by UV irradiation through a “£5” mask for 2 h. These were biaxially stretched to the same applied strain (12%), but they show different optical response (Figure 2). For POFs with 10% photoinitiator, the reflection spectra of the nonirradiated regions blue-shift from 559 to 489 nm while the irradiated regions remain at 581 nm. The large difference (up to 90 nm) of the peak reflection wavelengths between irradiated and nonirradiated regions means that the invisible images of “£5” are clearly observed at 12% strain (inset Figure 2a, Supporting Information video am5b02768_si_002.avi). For the POFs with 5% photoinitiator, the reflection contrast (inset of Figure 2b) is weaker (Supporting Information video am5b02768_si_003.avi) because the reflection spectra of irradiated and nonirradiated regions blue-shift from 553 to 509 nm and 556 to 486 nm, respectively (Figure 2b), and the difference between the two peaks is only 20 nm (reflection spectra under different strains are shown in Supporting Information Figure S6). Further decreasing the photoinitiator to 1% results in no appearance of the image (inset Figure 2c, Supporting Information video am5b02768_si_004.avi) as the whole POF blue-shifts from 542 to 479 nm, and no difference between reflection spectra in irradiated and nonirradiated regions is seen. This progression of peak reflectivity difference (up to 90 nm at 10 wt %) between irradiated and nonirradiated regions at 12% strain with photoinitiator concentration is summarized in Figure 2d. Since full rigidity is obtained at 10 wt %, no further photoinitiator is of use.

The cross-linking dependence on irradiation time (0.5, 1, and 2 h) of the POFs at 10 wt % of photoinitiator shows the expected changes in optical response (at 8% applied strain in Figure 3). Short irradiation times give little contrast (inset Figure 3a), which progressively increases (Figure 3b) giving a peak wavelength difference now of 35 nm, until, for UV irradiation times of 2 h (Figure 3c), the wavelength difference reaches 70 nm (Figure 3d). This trend is again entirely consistent with high cross-linking for longer irradiation resulting in less local strain and less blue-shift of the structural color, producing strong color contrast of the images. However, longer UV times produce color contrast at 0% strain, and thus are not desirable in practice.

Larger area invisible micropatterns can be easily achieved, for instance here using a TEM grid as a photomask (Figure 4). On straining the sample, the irradiated region preserves green structural color while the shadowed regions blue-shift strongly.
As well as binary encoding, variable opacity UV masks can be used, allowing ranges of colors to be induced in different locations, allowing local rainbows to appear.

Although the POFs are dried rubber, they can also be wetted and swelled by specific solvents such as alcohols. Hence, different strains across cross-linked and stretchable regions can be produced by the osmotic pressure from the alcohol, so that the invisible photonic crystal patterns can be revealed. Different mixtures of ethanol (EtOH) and water are applied to swell the POFs, showing different effects revealing the invisible patterns on the POFs (Figure 5). With increasing volume ratio of EtOH, the colors of both irradiated and nonirradiated regions red-shift and the invisible patterns become more and more distinct compared to those from the dried POFs (Figure 5a–g). This red-shift is mainly due to the increase of lattice separation caused by solvent swelling, while the cross-linked polymer matrix prevents the matrix from swelling. This difference in swelling ratio on immersion thus generates different strains between irradiated and nonirradiated regions, and hence different color contrasts, with pure EtOH giving the best images. Moreover, the invisible pattern can show up within a few seconds when pure EtOH is the swelling agent, although it takes longer to recover to the original state as the EtOH has to evaporate out of the polymer matrix (Supporting Information Figure S7). Figure 4h summarizes the difference between (non)-cross-linked regions, which shows up to 15 nm separation when the volume fraction of EtOH reaches 40% (i.e., vodka). We also note that the nonirradiated regions appear pale since the reflection peak drops when the content of EtOH increases above 60% (see both images Figure 5e–g and reflection spectra in Figure 5i). This is because the EtOH partially enables spheres to move away from their equilibrium positions, melting the opal order. Figure 5i,j gives the corresponding reflection spectra of irradiated and nonirradiated regions when the POFs are immersed into different solvent mixtures. With increasing content of EtOH, both peaks indeed red-shift, but further in the nonirradiated regions. Because of the swelling induced disorder, the intensity of the peaks drops to 10% in irradiated regions and vanishes for the nonirradiated regions. However, despite this, good contrast can still be observed in the images (Figure 5e–g). Such a responsive color change can thus not only be used for anticounterfeiting but also as a colorimetric indicator for ethanol sensing.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, we have fabricated POFs with invisible patterns that can be revealed either by mechanical stretching or chemical swelling. The patterned regions are cross-linked with UV light through a mask so that they are more resistant to stretching and swelling compared with regions that are not cross-linked. When the POFs are stretched, the colors of cross-linked and non-cross-linked regions blue-shift to different extents so that strong contrast emerges revealing clear images on the POFs. Alternatively, swelling can result in different expansion of the patterned and nonpatterned regions so that different red-shifts result, improving the contrast and again revealing invisible patterns. With scalable fabrication of these POFs, such invisible photonic printing materials are well-suited for application in chemical sensing and anticounterfeit devices on bank notes and credit cards, document authentication, secret information encoding, and a variety of other opportunities.
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